also has a "value" (in fact a real function on S, see section 2 for a definition). In literature several sets of conditions have been given for the existence of "stationary" optimal strategies. We mention results of Vrieze [12J and Wessels [13J in case of a countable state space, and of Maitra and Parthasarathy [5J and Parthasarathy [8J when S is a compact metric space.
The theorems presented 1n this pap.er are obtained by combining and generalizing the bounding function method of Wessels, and Maitra and Parthasarathy's approach for a compact state space. The first theorem (section 3) makes use of the continuity on S of reward function rand transition law p, and produces a continuous value function; the second one (section 4) uses measurability of rand p on Sf causing the value function to be measurable. In the proofs of both results we do not need a contraction theorem in order to find the value. Section 5 contains an extension and some remarks; we start in section 2, with a formal model and preparations.
Model and prerequisites
First we have to give a definition of (sub-) transition probability. Let X and Y be metric spaces; denote by 0y the Borel o-algebra on Y. The map q : 0y x X -+ [O,lJ (closed unity interval) is called a (sub-) transition probability (abbreviation: (sub-) trpr) X -+ Y if q(·lx) is a measure on Y with q(ylx) ~ 1 for all x € X, and q(yol') is a measurable function on X for all YO € 0y (by measurability we shall always mean Borel measurability).
If, moreover, q(ylx) = I, x E X, then q is called a (nondefective) trpr.
In this section we require that the state space S and the action spaces A and Bare nonempty metric spaces, that the transition law p is a (sub-) trpr S ~ A x B -+ S, and that the reward r is a measurable map S x A x B -+ m (set of reals); B is a positive number. write n -f • S1mllarly for player II the set nCB) of general strategies,
• co the set R(B) of Markov strategies, and the stationary strategles g are defined. Take n := n(A) x nCB), R := R(A) x R(B In the following sections we shall prove that a pair of stationary optimal strategies exists; in order to achieve this, we need some more definitions and auxiliary results.
Let X be a metric space. If q is a measure on X and f is a quasi-integrable measurable map X ~ lR, we define qf := fxq(dx)f(x). By P x the set of all probability measures on the Borel subsets of X is denoted. On P x the so-called weak topology may be constructed (see also below), which has the following properties (see e.g. Blackwell, Freedman and Orkin [IJ) .
Lemma 2.1. (Without proof). Let X be a metric space. i) (Definition) qn -+ q in the weak topology on P x iff qnf -+ qf for all bounded continuous f : X -+ JR.
ii) Let X be separable. Then P x is separable metric, the Borel a-algebra on P x is the a-algebra generated by the weak topology. This a-algebra is also generated by the functions q -+ qf for ! all bounded continuous f, or b all indicator functions f of an arbitrary class of subsets of X generating the Borel a-algebra on X.
iii) If X is a compact metric space, then P x is also compact metric.
If Y is a separable metric space, then a trpr q, X -+ Y, may be regarded as a Borel map X -+ P y (since q('IX)EP yt X E X; Borel measurability from 2. 1 ii», and conversely.
We introduce a generalization of the weak topology on P S ' In order to prove the existence of stationary optimal strategies, we proceed in the following way: first we prove that the one-period game with a terminal reward which is continuous and bounded with respect to the bounding function ~ on S, has optimal one-step strategies; with this we construct optimal strategies for the n-period games; finally the stationary optimal strategies of the game over an infinite horizon are found, again by using our one-period game knowledge.
We state the main theorem first, and prove it via a series of lemmas.
Consider the game model determined by S, A, B, p, r, and a and assume that a function u with corresponding sets V , M ,C and n is given (see the 
! of theorem. 
0
In order to prove the remaining part of theorem 3.1, we need the following lenuna.
Lemma 3.7. Let q be a finite measure on the Borel subsets of a metric space X. If t , n E IN, and t are measurable functions X -+-lR, if q It I < "" Proof. The one-step strategies f* and g* which determine the desired optimal strategies, are found by applying lemma 3.4 with w = v; we have n-l><X>
(n ~ K), and using lemma 3.7, limsup~w'IT(n,J) ~ L(11'O,g*)limsupv n $ v.
Assume that BN holds for some N. We have for all ' IT € II (A) w' IT (n, Note: here we could not deduce from the other conditions that p is a (sub-) trpr, as we did in lemma 3.2.
The next result is useful for the proof of theorem 4.]. remember that (L(f,g)w)(s) = K (s,f(s),g(s» for all s, f and g,we see that
The proof of L(f*,g*)w € V is the same as in lemma 3.4. Proof. If lemma 3.4 produces an f* and a g* which satisfy f*(s) E PA(s)' * g (s) E PB(s)' s € S, then we can restrict lemma 3.5 and theorem 3.6 and 3.8 to n. And this is not difficult to check, since the lemmas 2.3 and 3.3 are already stated in the proper form for this extension (when applying lemma 3.3, K is closed because Q A and QB are continuous, so upper semicontinuous; see Parthasarathy [8J) .
Similarly of course, theorem 4.1 may be extended.
We conclude with three remarks. Now because of the weakening of condition h, the function v found in theorem 3.6 represents the value of the game within the class R only.
However, by applying the above-mentioned theorem, we see that v is also the value of the game on IT 
IT(B) I1(A) R(B) IT(A) R R
In the same way theorem 3.8 is proved first for Markov strategies (~,p);
then the transition to general strategies can be made.
This way of proving may also be applied to theorem 4.1, so that evidently in condition h IT can be replaced by R. 
